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ABSTRACT
This paper presents NeuRex, an accelerator architecture that efficiently performs the modern neural rendering pipeline with an algorithmic enhancement and supporting hardware. NeuRex leverages the insights from an in-depth analysis of the state-of-the-art neural scene representation to make the multi-resolution hash encoding, which is the key operational primitive in modern neural renderings, more hardware-friendly and features a specialized hash encoding engine that enables us to effectively perform the primitive and the overall rendering pipeline. We implement and synthesize NeuRex using a commercial 28nm process technology and evaluate two versions of NeuRex (NeuRex-Edge, NeuRex-Server) on a range of scenes with different image resolutions for mobile and high-end computing platforms. Our evaluation shows that NeuRex achieves up to 9.88× and 3.11× speedups against the mobile and high-end consumer GPUs with a substantially small area overhead and lower energy consumption.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization → Neural networks; • Computing methodologies → Rendering.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Neural rendering is a new and rapidly emerging approach that synthesizes photo-realistic images or videos in a controllable way using deep neural networks (DNNs) [55]. By encoding scenes and objects in the weights of deep neural networks, neural rendering implicitly maps input coordinates into some numeric values such as colors or radiance. Compared to traditional explicit 3D representations such as polygonal meshes, voxels, or point clouds, implicit neural scene representations allow for capturing the fine details of complex surfaces or shapes in a more compact way.

While neural rendering is a promising approach to a variety of tasks in graphics such as image super-resolution [11, 33] and novel view synthesis [35, 39, 51], it requires a significant amount of computation to achieve high-quality renderings. Conventional neural rendering is based on the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) network, which consists of a set of fully-connected layers. The MLP needs to be queried millions of times to render an image because every sample point along the ray for each pixel needs to run through the neural networks to produce an output value that corresponds to the input coordinate. This makes the neural rendering process extremely slow even on the high-end consumer GPUs.

As such, there has been a plethora of recent works that aim to reduce the training and rendering time of neural representations via algorithmic enhancements [10, 17, 18, 23, 30, 37, 38, 48, 52, 58]. Despite the active research in the graphics community and the importance of neural scene representations, however, there has been little to no work that systematically evaluates the performance of the workload on today’s hardware systems and helps understand its architectural implications from the hardware perspective.

In this work, we start by investigating the characteristics of modern neural rendering algorithms and present an in-depth characterization of several representative models to understand their architectural implications along with compute and memory requirements. In particular, we performed a detailed characterization of the state-of-the-art neural scene representation [37] that substantially reduces the training and rendering time while also improving the quality of rendered views compared to others. To do so, instead of using a large MLP with simple input encodings, the state-of-the-art exploits the direction of using a smaller MLP with multiple hash encoding tables that contain trainable feature vectors (i.e., input encoding parameters), each of which captures different grid resolutions.

Although it performs significantly better than prior works in both rendering time and quality, we observe that the multi-resolution hash encoding primitive used in the state-of-the-art model is not hardware-friendly and leads to several challenges and inefficiencies in executing the neural rendering pipeline on general-purpose computing platforms. Our profiling results on commodity GPUs reveal that it takes more time to perform multi-resolution hash encodings than MLP computation, and these two operations are serialized in execution. In addition, due to the irregular access nature of hash tables, the large encoding table needs to fit into the on-chip cache; otherwise, the time spent on encoding lookups significantly increases, and so does the overall training and rendering time. Furthermore, each hash entry access only uses four out of 64 bytes of data from a cacheline or off-chip memory, leading to a substantial waste of the memory bandwidth. The compute cores
are also underutilized because the MLP is small in size, and they are mostly idle when performing input encodings and hash table lookups. In short, general-purpose GPUs are an imbalanced design point and are inefficient in running the state-of-the-art neural rendering models.

In this paper, we present NeuRex, a neural rendering accelerator that efficiently performs modern neural graphics computation by making changes in the execution flow of the rendering pipeline with algorithmic enhancements and supporting hardware. NeuRex builds on the key observations from our in-depth analysis to make multi-resolution hash encodings more hardware-friendly and features a specialized hash encoding engine that enables us to effectively perform the primitive and the overall neural rendering pipeline.

The key idea behind our algorithmic enhancement is to partition the input coordinate grid into several subgrids, each of which owns a portion of a large hash encoding table. We then arrange the processing of input coordinates such that we complete processing one subgrid for all resolutions before moving onto another. This restricts hash table access to a range of consecutive entries, thereby allowing the hardware accelerator to load only a part of the hash table to the on-chip memory at a time; thus, hardware accelerators do not need to employ a multi-megabyte on-chip memory to perform the multi-resolution hash encoding primitive efficiently. This also enables the opportunities to break the serialized execution of input encodings and MLP computation and overlap these two operations effectively with supporting hardware, thereby leading to better utilization of overall compute and memory resources in the accelerator.

We implement the hardware components of NeuRex in RTL and synthesize them using a commercial 28nm process node. For performance evaluation with a detailed off-chip memory timing model, we build a cycle-level simulator that models the NeuRex architecture and evaluate it on a set of popular tasks and datasets in graphics. Our evaluation shows that two variants of NeuRex achieve up to 9.88× and 3.11× speedups compared to the representative mobile (Jetson Xavier NX; Volta GPU; 12nm) and high-end consumer (RTX 3070; Ampere GPU; 8nm) computing platforms, with a small area budget of 3.14mm² and 21.37mm². In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

- To our knowledge, this is the first work to comprehensively analyze the performance bottlenecks of the modern neural scene representation on today’s computing platforms and identify the root causes of the performance inefficiencies.
- We propose an algorithmic enhancement that makes multi-resolution hash encodings more hardware-friendly to efficiently perform the primitive without the need for a multi-megabyte on-chip memory.
- We present NeuRex, a hardware accelerator that effectively performs neural graphics computation by minimally extending the existing DNN accelerators. It features a specialized hash encoding engine tailored to the needs of modern neural renderings.

2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we briefly introduce neural scene representations and discuss the characteristics of the ML-based rendering method.

2.1 Neural Rendering
Neural rendering combines the ideas from classical computer graphics with the recent advances in deep neural networks to render images or videos. At a high level, a neural rendering pipeline learns a representation of a mathematical function that parameterizes a 2D or 3D scene using a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) as a function approximator. Depending on the tasks and objectives, the MLP learns different implicit representations such as the mapping from 2D coordinates to RGB colors of an image [32] or the mapping from 3D coordinates to the distance to a surface [54]. Note that although the specific tasks may differ, they share the common idea of using MLPs as function approximators. In the following, we take as a representative task a recent breakthrough of neural representations for volume rendering, called Neural Radiance Fields (NeRF), to discuss state-of-the-art algorithms in this field.

2.2 Neural Radiance Fields (NeRF)
A Neural Radiance Field (NeRF) is a method that generates novel views of complex 3D scenes from a partial set of 2D images. In NeRF, scenes are represented implicitly in the weights of an MLP...
2.3 NeRF Model Architectures

The original NeRF model [35] is a pioneering work that demonstrates the benefit of using positional encodings and radiance fields, which inspires a large number of subsequent works that build upon the original NeRF. To understand the performance characteristics and rendering quality of different NeRF model structures, we choose four representative models for comparisons, NeRF [35], mip-NeRF [6], NSVF [30], and Instant-NGP [37], which we classify into two categories.

Original NeRF-based Models. In the original NeRF, the fully-connected (FC) layers in the MLP are separated into two parts: one for density ($\sigma_i$) computation and the other for color ($c_i$) computation. The first part consists of 8 FC layers (with 256 channels per layer) that produce the density value and a 256-dimensional feature vector. The feature vector is then concatenated with the encoded viewing direction ($\mathbf{F}(\mathbf{R}_i, \mathbf{D}_i)$), and the resulting vector is fed into one additional FC layer with 128 channels to produce the color value. It is the forerunner in NeRF, but it takes prohibitively long training and inference time due to the large and deep FC layers.

mip-NeRF attempts to address the issue of the original NeRF that the rendering quality is significantly degraded when it renders a different resolution from the trained images. To mitigate the problem, mip-NeRF uses information from multiple points in a circular region instead of a single critical point. However, the main model architecture is similar to the original NeRF, so it is still bottlenecked by the long latency of MLP computation. It also does not noticeably improve the rendering quality when rendering images of the same resolution. Neural Sparse Voxel Fields (NSVF) exploits a sparse voxel representation to train the structure that captures the emptiness of a scene along with MLP weights. It skips computation for empty voxels to accelerate training and rendering time, but it is still slow due to large MLPs.

Parametric Encoding-based Models. Figure 2 compares the original NeRF-based models with Instant-NGP. The key difference of Instant-NGP compared to the previous NeRF models is the use of a parametric encoding with multi-resolution hash tables rather than using a fixed input encoding. All the models previously mentioned use an untrainable input encoding, such as frequency encodings [35]. Although it is useful to extract high-dimensional features from input position vectors, it is unavoidable to use a large MLP to achieve reasonable rendering quality. Instead of using a fixed input encoding function, Instant-NGP employs several trainable hash tables for input encodings. This enables the use of a much smaller MLP and reduces the computation cost, thereby improving the training and rendering speed while also achieving high-quality renderings.

2.4 Performance and Rendering Quality

To understand the performance and rendering quality of the representative NeRF models, we compare them using four different datasets: two synthetic (Syn-NeRF [35], Syn-NSVF [30]) and two real-world (BlendedMVS [57], Tanks&Temples [27]) datasets. We also choose the scenes with varying image resolutions to have more generalized results.

---

1The radiance field consists of all light rays that flow through every point in every direction in a 3D space.

2The encoding parameters are also learned along with the MLP weights during training.
Table 1: Peak signal-to-noise ratios (PSNR) comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Syn-NeRF</th>
<th>Syn-NSVF</th>
<th>BlendedMVS</th>
<th>Tanks &amp; Temples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scene</td>
<td>(800x800)</td>
<td>(800x800)</td>
<td>(768x576)</td>
<td>(1920x1080)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSVF [30]</td>
<td>30.84</td>
<td>28.58</td>
<td>23.27</td>
<td>26.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instant-NGP [37]</td>
<td>40.33</td>
<td>35.86</td>
<td>30.70</td>
<td>33.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Rendering time of four representative NeRF models across various datasets (log scale).

Table 2: Parameters for multi-resolution hash encodings (default).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Num. of resolution levels (num. of hash tables)</td>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num. of entries per level (hash table size)</td>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>$2^{19}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature dimensions per entry</td>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each feature size</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 bytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Multi-resolution hash encodings.

We then identify the key operations that contribute to the overall rendering time (Section 3.3) and discuss our observations and bottlenecks of the execution flow on GPUs (Section 3.4).

3.1 Multi-resolution Hash Encoding

Instant-NGP [37] introduces a new primitive called multi-resolution hash encoding. Figure 4 shows how a hash table-based input encoding maps the input positions to the encoded feature. First, for a sample point $s$, we find the voxel that surrounds the point and obtain an $F$-dimensional feature vector for each vertex of the voxel by indexing into the hash table. The hash index is computed using the hash function in Equation 2. Each of $x_v, y_v, z_v$ corresponds to the vertex coordinate of the voxel grid. $P_1$ and $P_2$ are unique, large prime numbers, and $\oplus$ is the bit-wise XOR operator.

$$h(x_v, y_v, z_v) = (x_v \cdot 1) \oplus (y_v \cdot P_1) \oplus (z_v \cdot P_2) \mod T \tag{2}$$

We then perform linear interpolation of the eight $F$-dimensional feature vectors to obtain an $F$-dimensional feature vector for the sample input point at resolution level $L$. We repeat these steps $L$ times, each with a different grid resolution (i.e., a different hash table), and concatenate the $L$ feature vectors from all levels, which results in an $F \times L$-sized input vector for the MLP.

The multi-resolution hash encoding uses $L$ as the number of resolution levels. The base (i.e., coarsest) grid resolution is set to 16, so there are $16^3$ voxels in the base resolution (i.e., $L=0$). The resolution is scaled by a constant factor for finer levels (e.g., $L=1,2,3,...$), thereby increasing the total number of voxels in a cubic fashion. Each resolution level is assigned to an independent hash table, each of which has up to $T$ hash entries. Each entry contains an $F$-dimensional feature vector, so the total number of trainable parameters for the multi-resolution hash encoding is $L \times T \times F$. Table 2 shows the default parameters for multi-resolution hash encodings in [37]. We use the same values for our discussions in the following sections.
3.2 GPU Execution Flow

Figure 5 shows the high-level execution flow of the rendering pipeline with the multi-resolution hash encoding. Initially, there are $N_{\text{point}}$ input positions, and they go through 16 hash tables and produce an $N_{\text{point}} \times 32$ input feature matrix. The density MLP takes as input the feature matrix and produces an $N_{\text{point}} \times 16$ encoded direction matrix. The resulting $N_{\text{point}} \times 32$ matrix is fed into the color MLP to produce 3-D RGB values (i.e., $e_i$) for each input position. The number of input positions ($N_{\text{point}}$) can be from hundreds of thousands to tens of millions depending on the image resolution; for instance, an FHD image has two million pixels. Note that we need to perform eight encoding lookups per level for each input position, which leads to a significant number of hash table lookups in total.

3.3 Latency Breakdown

Figure 6 decomposes the rendering time into five major operations: Hash Encoding (ENC), Feature Computation (MLP), Ray Compaction (Compaction), Empty Space Skipping (ESS), and Early Ray Termination (ERT). For the experiments, we run Instant-NGP with the large Fox dataset (1920×1080 FHD resolution) on a range of GPUs including the edge device (Jetson Xavier NX).

Figure 6: Latency breakdown on GPUs (Instant-NGP/Fox dataset).

The results show that ENC and MLP are the major performance bottlenecks among the operations. Note that Feature Computation (MLP) takes less than half of the rendering time, which is quite different from the original NeRF-based models where MLP computation dominates the overall rendering time. At the same time, Hash Encoding (ENC), which includes hash table lookups and some computation for interpolation) takes more than 40% of the rendering time. Note that this ENC operation does not fit well into the contemporary DNN accelerators.

3.4 Observations and Inefficiencies

We further investigate the multi-resolution hash encoding primitive and make the following key observations.

**Observation I: Performance portability of multi-resolution hash encodings.** Although the time complexity of a hash table lookup is $O(1)$, it is not a hardware-friendly operation. A well-designed hash function outputs seemingly random hash indexes, which lead to irregular accesses to the hash table. As previously mentioned, the state-of-the-art neural representation model trains 16 ($L$) hash tables (along with MLP weights), each of which is a multi-megabyte in size (e.g., sixteen 2MB hash tables in [37]). As such, they do not all fit in the on-chip memory of most of today’s mobile or consumer GPUs/accelerators, thus the hash table access can lead to frequent off-chip memory accesses if we naively perform the operation. Furthermore, each hash entry access only takes four bytes ($F=4$) out of 64 bytes of data from the off-chip memory, leading to a substantial waste of off-chip memory bandwidth.

For the high-end consumer GPUs where the on-chip memory capacity is larger than a single hash table, one solution is to load the hash table into the on-chip memory level by level and stream through all sample points to obtain an $N_{\text{point}} \times 2$ partial input feature matrix for the corresponding level ($L$) before moving onto another ($L+1$) to avoid the costly off-chip memory access (which is the operation flow on GPUs); note that even in this case, the hash encoding occupies more than 40% of the rendering time, as shown in Figure 6. For the mobile and low-end/mid-range consumer GPUs, however, the trained model does not efficiently run because even a single hash table does not fit in the small on-chip cache, thereby leading to frequent off-chip memory accesses.

**Observation II: Serialized execution of rendering pipeline.** As previously discussed, two major operations that spend the most of the rendering time are hash encodings (ENC) and feature computation (MLP). In the execution flow with the multi-resolution hash encoding, these two main operations are serialized in execution although they have different compute and memory requirements; ENC is memory bandwidth-intensive, whereas MLP is more compute-intensive.
4.1 Execution Flow in NeuRex

Figure 8 shows the high-level execution flow of the neural rendering pipeline in NeuRex. The main difference between the NeuRex execution flow and the original one is the pipelining and overlapping of the hash encoding (ENC) and MLP operations. For example, as previously discussed, these two main operations are serialized in the original flow that both ENC and MLP contribute to the critical path latency. However, NeuRex breaks the serialization and executes them in parallel by processing the input positions at the granularity of a set of positions, which we refer to as a batch. For instance, we first load a batch of input positions (B) and perform multi-resolution hash encodings for the batch. We process the batch level by level to exploit the locality of hash entries within a batch. Once the ENC is done, we obtain a B × 32 partial input feature matrix, which we can feed into the MLP. Then, while the previous batch goes through the FC layers, we fetch a new batch and perform the ENC operation. By doing so, NeuRex better utilizes the compute units and memory bandwidth.

4.2 Restricted Hashing

We propose a hardware-friendly multi-resolution hash encoding, which effectively enables the NeuRex execution flow. The key idea of our enhancement is to partition the input coordinate grid into several subgrids, each of which owns a portion of a large hash table for each level. We then arrange the processing of input points in a way that we finish processing a subgrid for all resolutions before processing another. In this way, we effectively restrict the hash table access for the vertex feature lookups to a range of consecutive hash entries, rather than being randomly distributed across the table.

This provides us with two key benefits. First, it allows the acceleration devices with small on-chip memories (e.g., mobile/edge devices or low-end GPUs) to avoid the costly off-chip memory accesses and perform encoding lookups more efficiently by loading only a portion of the hash table into the on-chip memory at a time, thus enabling performance portability of multi-resolution hash encodings across a range of compute platforms. Second, it offers opportunities for a batch of inputs within a subgrid to efficiently perform hash encodings in parallel with the MLP computation of another batch.

Figure 9 shows the restricted hashing mechanism, in which we arrange the input positions that belong to the same subgrid to be clustered in a set of batches. By doing so, the region of the hash table accessed from the same batch is restricted to a small subset of the table, which we refer to as a suitable. In the figure, for example, the sample positions in Subgrid 6 only access the hash entries in Subtable 6, while being indexed by a new hash function. When we divide the 3D scene (i.e., 3D grid) into R subgrid for different resolutions, the number of subgrids becomes $R^d$, and the hash table is also equally divided into $R^d$ subtables. We refer to $R$ as the subgrid resolution (sugrid_res). Then, for each input position (p),
we can compute to which subgrid (subgrid_id) the input belongs using Equation 3.

\[
\text{subgrid}_\text{id} = \sum_{k=0}^{d} [p_k \cdot \text{subgrid}_\text{res}] \cdot \text{subgrid}_\text{res}^k,
\]

where \( p = (p_0, p_1, p_2) = (x, y, z) \) and \( x, y, z \in [0, 1) \).

By using the subgrid index for a batch, we load the corresponding subtable onto the on-chip buffer. This allows us to perform encoding lookups solely from the on-chip memory without any further access to the off-chip memory. Note that the new hash index used for accessing the entries in the subtable can be computed using Equation 2 with a minor modification for the modulo operation (i.e., using the subtable size instead of the table size).

### 4.3 Architecture Overview

Figure 10 shows the overview of our accelerator design, which consists of two main modules: Encoding Engine (EE) and Tensor Compute Engine (TCE). The TCE module is similar to the conventional DNN accelerators that employ a TPU-like systolic array with memory buffers for data movement. NeuRex minimally extends the existing DNN accelerator design with a dedicated hardware module (EE) that efficiently performs multi-resolution hash encodings.

At a high level, the encoding engine is responsible for performing hash table lookups and interpolating the feature vectors obtained from the lookups to produce an input feature vector. To do so, a batch of input positions is first streamed into the position buffer from the off-chip memory. The positions in each batch are processed for all \( L \) levels of encoding lookups before we process the next batch.

The Index Generation Unit (IGU) in the EE generates the hash indexes and interpolation weights of the neighbor vertices for each input position. With the hash indexes, the Encoding Lookup Unit (ELU) fetches the encoded vertex features from the on-chip buffers (Grid Cache or Subgrid Buffer). After that, the final input feature vector is computed by the Interpolation Compute Unit (ICU) and is sent to the input buffer of the TCE. The TCE performs MLP using the systolic array. Because the weights are small in size and are heavily reused, we choose a TPU-like weight stationary dataflow for the systolic array. In the following, we describe the key hardware components of the encoding engine in detail.

### 4.4 Index Generation Unit

The Index Generation Unit (IGU) consists of \( N \) compute units (64/8 units in our NeuRex-Server/NeuRex-Edge designs) that perform computation in parallel. The IGU is composed of three main parts: position scaling, hash index computation, and interpolation weight computation.

The IGU first scales up the input coordinate because it is in the bounding box in which it is normalized to the coordinate between 0 and 1. Based on the resolution level, which corresponds to a specific resolution, we scale up the input to the coordinate system of the target level. This can be done by simple floating-point multiply-and-add operations. After scaling, we obtain two useful pieces of information. The integer part of the coordinate indicates the grid index, and the fractional part indicates the relative position of the point within its voxel. The grid index is used for locating the neighbor vertices of the voxel for hashing, and the relative position is used for computing interpolation weights for the vertices.

Given the grid index, which corresponds to the base coordinate of the voxel, the IGU computes all the coordinates of neighbor vertices by adding one or zero to each coordinate value. Figure 11(a) shows how to obtain the coordinates of seven neighbor vertices when the base coordinate is \((3, 4, 2)\). These coordinates (including the base) are the inputs of the hash function in Equation 2. Each Hash Index Compute Unit in the IGU is responsible for computing the hash indexes of the vertices in parallel. In our design, the compute units are fully pipelined, and the IGU produces \(N \times 8\) hash indexes per cycle.

To aggregate the features of the vertices, we need to compute an interpolation weight for each vertex. The weight is determined by the distance from the input position to each vertex of the voxel, as shown in Figure 11(b). Note that a larger weight is assigned to the vertex that is closer to the sample position, which implies that the feature vector of the vertex is more representative of the position. Equation 4 shows how to compute the interpolation weight. The Interpolation Weight Compute Unit in the IGU performs this operation with multipliers and subtractors, and the IGU also produces \(N \times 8\) weights per cycle. Note that the hash index and interpolation weight compute units are not shown in Figure 10 for brevity.

\[
w_{\text{interp}} = (1 - |x_k - x_v|) \cdot (1 - |y_k - y_v|) \cdot (1 - |z_k - z_v|),
\]

![Figure 10: Overview of NeuRex architecture.](image-url)

![Figure 11: The process of trilinear interpolation.](image-url)
where \((x_v, y_v, z_v)\) and \((x_b, y_b, z_b)\) are the vertex and scaled position coordinates, respectively.

4.5 Encoding Lookup Unit

The Encoding Lookup Unit (ELU) is responsible for performing hash table lookups of the vertex points. Note that for a single input point, we fetch \(8 \times L\) hash table entries. As we discuss in Section 3.4, we observe that the access characteristics of hash tables are different across the resolution levels. We can divide the resolution levels into two categories: coarse and fine levels. For coarse levels, the accesses show high locality to a relatively small number of hash entries. In contrast, the accesses to the finer levels are evenly distributed across the entries in the hash table. Based on the observation, we deal with two types of hash table lookups in different ways. We use a grid cache for coarse levels and a subgrid buffer for fine levels.

**Grid Cache.** For coarse resolution levels (e.g., \(L=0,1,2,\ldots\)), the number of input positions that are included in the same voxel is large enough. At the same time, the granularity of hash table access for an input position is not a single hash entry but is a set of entries for eight vertices of the voxel. We exploit the observation by coalescing the eight entries into a single data block with additional information about the voxel grid; i.e., level index \((lid)\) and grid index \((gid)\). Then, for an input position, we fetch the coalesced eight vertex features using its gid with a single access.

Figure 12 shows the grid cache (GC) structure. The GC consists of heavily-banked SRAMs, each with an independent address decoding logic, in order to sustain high on-chip memory bandwidth. Each data block in the GC contains the feature vectors of eight vertices for a voxel \((8 \times 4B=32B)\). The gid computed by the IGU is used to index the GC. The tag contains four fields: a 1-bit valid, 18-bit msbs of gid, a 4-bit level index lid, and a 3-bit counter. The GC is a direct-mapped cache style buffer, and the lsbs of gid are used to index the bank and data block.

Note that if the GC does not contain the vertex features for a gid request, it sends the memory requests for eight vertex entries to off-chip memory while recording the request addresses and metadata in the request buffer. When the data is returned from off-chip memory, we find the matching address in the request buffer and fill the data block entry while incrementing the counter. Note that it generates multiple 64B requests, and we only take 4B out of 64B for each returned data. The data block becomes only valid once all the eight entries are filled from the off-chip memory.

**Subgrid Buffer.** For finer levels (e.g., \(L=\ldots,13,14,15\)), we load each partitioned hash table into the subgrid buffer for encoding lookups. Note that the subgrid buffer contains all the hash entries required to process the input positions for a resolution level in a subgrid; thus, there is no further off-chip memory access until we move on to another level unlike the GC. As in the grid cache, the subgrid buffer is also heavily-banked to sustain high memory bandwidth (32 banks in our implementation). Unlike the grid cache, however, each bank of the subgrid buffer provides a single hash entry (i.e., 4 bytes) for a lookup. So, a bank conflict occurs when any of the eight vertex lookups falls onto the same bank. For 32 banks, however, we empirically find that the overall rendering time does not noticeably increase as the hash encoding operation is overlapped with MLP computation in NeuRex. We use the subgrid buffer from Level 8 for our evaluation as it shows the best overall rendering time. Note that NeuRex supports an arbitrary value if needed.

4.6 Interpolation Compute Unit

Once the encoding lookups are finished, we aggregate the vertex features from the lookups with the corresponding weights. The Interpolation Compute Unit (ICU) performs this operation in four stages. In the first stage, the eight features are multiplied by the corresponding weights. The other three stages are consumed by an adder tree. The ICU has 64/8 fully pipelined compute units (in NeuRex-Server and NeuRex-Edge, respectively), and it sends the aggregated feature vectors to the input buffer in the TCE.

4.7 Tensor Compute Engine

The MLP in neural rendering comprises only a few small FC layers. The number of sampled inputs, on the other hand, is orders of magnitude larger than the width of FC layers. Small MLP weights and a large input dimension lead to a huge opportunity for layer fusion, as observed in other work [3]. We also adopt fusion-based MLP computation for our accelerator design. Given a batch of input features, the Tensor Compute Engine (TCE) works on a series of FC and activation layers and generates the final outputs without storing the intermediate features back to the off-chip memory. The TCE has large enough input and output buffers to store them.

5 EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

**Hardware Implementation.** We implement the hardware components of NeuRex in RTL using SystemVerilog. The functionality of each component is verified via RTL simulations with synthetic data. We synthesize the NeuRex components using a commercial 28nm technology node with Synopsys Design Compiler [53]. On-chip SRAMs are also generated from a commercial memory compiler with the same technology. The position/subgrid buffers in the EE and the input/output buffers in the TCE are double-buffered. The subgrid buffer is sized at 128KB with 32 banks for the case where the per-level table size becomes significantly larger in the future, but it can be as small as 32KB for our evaluation. The grid cache is sized at 64KB with 32 banks, and the request buffer can handle up to 64 addresses and 64 merged requests per address. We design our architecture to run at a 1GHz clock frequency for most components except for the on-chip memory that runs double-pumped at 2GHz to provide high on-chip memory bandwidth, as similar to [50]. To evaluate the system-level performance of NeuRex with off-chip memory, we also implement a cycle-level simulator that models
the NeuRex architecture with Ramulator [26] for DRAM timing. We collect position traces by running the workloads on GPUs and use them as input for the simulator. The timing parameters of the simulator are determined based on the RTL synthesis results. We measure the accelerator performance using the cycles reported by the simulator. The simulator also outputs the number of SRAM accesses, which we use to obtain the energy numbers of off-chip buffers. The energy numbers of the off-chip memory are computed using the DRAM statistics from the memory simulator [26].

We evaluate two variants of NeuRex: NeuRex-Edge and NeuRex-Server. NeuRex-Edge is a design point where there are strict area and power constraints, which is a typical case for mobile and edge computing platforms. NeuRex-Server is a scaled-up architecture for high-end computing platforms. The batch size is set to 1024 and 8192 for NeuRex-Edge and NeuRex-Server. We configure the off-chip memory of NeuRex-Edge as LPDDR4-3200 [4] and analyze the statistics using DRAMPower [9, 34]. HBM2 [5] is used for NeuRex-Server with the energy model from FGDRAM [44]. We use a multiple of a $32 \times 32$ systolic array instead of using a larger one; this improves the utilization of the compute units. The TCE consists of one and sixteen $32 \times 32$ systolic arrays for the NeuRex-Edge and NeuRex-Server, respectively. Section 6.5 discusses the hardware configurations and energy efficiency of two variants of NeuRex.

**Baselines.** We compare our accelerator designs with two different classes of computing platforms. We choose NVIDIA Jetson Xavier NX [42] as a representative of edge devices. Also, RTX 3070 [43] is selected as high-end consumer-level rendering accelerator hardware. We use and modify the author-released code that includes heavily-optimized CUDA kernels (e.g., fused MLP and other optimizations for better tensor core utilization). We measure the performance and power consumption of each GPU using the built-in hardware counters. Note that RTX 3070 is fabricated using the Samsung 8nm process node, which is a couple of generations advanced compared to the technology node used for NeuRex (28nm).

**Workloads.** Table 3 shows the workloads that we use to evaluate our design. We carefully select a range of synthetic and real-world datasets from several prior works to cover the scenes with varying resolutions and complexity. The number of initial rays is proportional to the resolution of a rendering image, while the number of ray sampling iterations depends on how realistic the scene is. In addition to NeRF, we also evaluate our design with other graphics tasks, such as neural signed distance functions (SDF) and 2D image approximation, to demonstrate the general applicability of the parameter encoding-based neural scene representations in Section 6.6.

### Table 3: Evaluated workloads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Scene (Resolution)</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NeRF</td>
<td>Synthetic-NeRF [35]</td>
<td>Mic (800×800)</td>
<td>Synthetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Synthetic-NSVF [30]</td>
<td>Palace (800×800)</td>
<td>Synthetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BlendedMVS [57]</td>
<td>Fountain (768×576)</td>
<td>Real world</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TankofTemples [27]</td>
<td>Family (1920×1080)</td>
<td>Real world</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Instant-NGP [17]</td>
<td>Fox (1080×1920)</td>
<td>Real world</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neural SDF</td>
<td>The Stanford Models [1]</td>
<td>Bunny (1920×1920)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Armadillo (1920×1920)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Approximation</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tokyo (6144×2324)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Albert (3250×4333)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13 shows the performance of NeuRex over RTX 3070 and Xavier NX. On average, NeuRex-Server and NeuRex-Edge achieve 2.88× and 9.17× speedups over the baseline GPUs. It is worth noting that NeuRex-Edge exhibits a higher speedup over the baseline than NeuRex-Server. This is because irregular accesses to large encoding tables quickly become a performance bottleneck in the GPU execution when the GPU has a small on-chip memory capacity (e.g., a 256KB L2 cache in Xavier NX). By employing restricted hashing and loading a portion of the encoding table at a time, NeuRex enhances the performance portability of the multi-resolution hash encoding.  

Figure 14 compares the performance of NeuRex and GPUs for two key operations in modern neural renderings: hash encodings (ENC) and feature computation (MLP). Note that the speedup shown in Figure 14(a) comes from the restricted hashing algorithm and specialized on-chip memory design. Figure 14(b) shows that NeuRex performs MLP computation faster despite the lower peak compute throughput compared to the GPUs. This is because the GPU tensor cores are underutilized due to small FC layers, whereas the TCE in NeuRex achieves higher compute utilization. Also, the overall speedup of NeuRex (Figure 13) is higher than the individual speedups for ENC and MLP because these two operations are serialized in the original execution flow, whereas NeuRex enables them to be overlapped thanks to the restricted hashing.

### 6.2 Rendering Quality

Restricted hashing slightly modifies the multi-resolution hash encoding to make it hardware-friendly. To demonstrate that our proposed scheme does not degrade the quality of rendered images, we compare the average PSNR between the original hash encoding primitive (Org-Hash) and the restricted one (Ours). For each scene, we obtain PSNRs from 10 different camera views and average them to generalize the result.

6We use 64 subgrids for restricted hashing in our evaluation.
which is the size of a single hash table, to model a conventional cache in GPU. All the configurations are adopted for NeuRex-Server.

The speedup of GC over the baseline comes from utilizing the on-chip memory bandwidth more effectively than the conventional cache for coarse levels. In the baseline, we need to access the cache eight times to obtain all the vertex features for a single sample point. Also, each access only takes 4B out of a 64B cacheline, which leads to a waste of on-chip bandwidth. In contrast, the grid cache provides the coalesced eight vertex features in a single access, thus effectively serving the hash encoding lookups with a small cache capacity for coarse levels. By maximizing the hash entry reuse in the subgrid buffer for fine levels, NeuRex (GC+RH) further improves performance over the baseline with GC.

6.4 Sensitivity Study
This section evaluates how NeuRex performance varies with different hardware resource configurations. In particular, we focus on two configurations: batch size and grid cache size. Figure 18 shows the speedup over the GPU across the batch and grid cache sizes. We show the results of NeuRex-Server only with the Fox dataset as the general trend holds.

**Batch Size.** The batch size affects the performance because a larger batch can increase the temporal locality of the grid cache and improve the compute utilization of TCE. However, a larger batch leads to an increase in the size of some on-chip buffers, such as the position buffer. We increase the batch size from 2048 to 32768 and observe that the speedup does not noticeably increase after a size of 8192. This is because the streaming latency from off-chip memory to fill the double-buffered subgrid buffer is mostly hidden by the on-chip memory access latency from encoding lookups for fine levels. We choose a batch size of 8192 and 1024 to balance the performance and area overhead for NeuRex-Server and NeuRex-Edge.

**Grid Cache Size.** We observe that a small grid cache is sufficient to achieve the full benefit of the grid cache. We perform a sweep of grid cache sizes from 16KB to 256KB and see that the speedup noticeably increases until 64KB but not much for larger caches. The grid cache size is closely related to the number of unique voxels in coarse levels because each cacheline has the eight vertex features of a voxel. Since most input batches belong to less than 2048 unique

---

**Figure 15:** Rendering quality (PSNR) of the original hash encoding (Org-Hash) and restricted hashing (Ours).

**Figure 16:** Rendered images. Models are trained for 31K iterations.

**Figure 17:** Source of gain. Speedup of variants isolating each optimization in NeuRex.

**Figure 18:** Speedup across the batch and grid cache sizes.
voxels in coarse levels, we can cover most of the voxels with a small grid cache. We use a 64KB grid cache in our design.

6.5 Area and Energy Efficiency

Table 4 shows the area and power numbers of NeuRex, which indicate that NeuRex can be implemented with small areas and powers. Note that we implement a TPU-like TCE, but one can choose other designs. For the encoding engine, which is the key component in NeuRex, the largest area overhead is the IGU as it consists of multiple FP and integer MAC units. However, the areas of NeuRex-Server and NeuRex-Edge are both negligible compared to the baseline GPU SoCs (i.e., 392mm² for RTX 3070 and 350mm² for Xavier NX).

Figure 19 shows the energy comparisons between NeuRex and GPUs in which NeuRex shows significantly higher energy efficiency than RTX 3070 and Xavier NX. Note that NeuRex uses a 28nm technology node, whereas the GPUs are fabricated with more advanced nodes (8nm/12nm for RTX 3070/Xavier NX). Therefore, instead of directly comparing the numbers, it is more appropriate to infer that NeuRex would become even more attractive if it were fabricated with more advanced technology.

6.6 Discussion

Restricted Hashing and Pipelining on GPUs. While restricted hashing (RH) and software pipelining (PP) can be applied to GPUs, we observe that the GPUs do not benefit much from these. In Figure 20, RH shows the case where we solely apply restricted hashing to the GPUs. For Xavier NX, restricted hashing helps reduce off-chip memory accesses as we only load a portion of the hash table for a subgrid to process on-chip. However, we now feed multiple smaller input matrices into the MLP, instead of a single large one, for feature computation of all sampled points. This effectively increases the total execution time of feature computation due to lower core utilization for each MLP. Overall, restricted hashing improves performance, but the increase is limited. RTX 3070 already has a large L2 cache, so restricted hashing does not help reduce off-chip memory accesses. Furthermore, due to the same reason for the edge GPU, the core utilization becomes lower than the case without restricted hashing. Thus, restricted hashing in fact reduces performance for most of the scenes except for the Fox dataset.

RH+PP refers to the case where we also apply software pipelining on top of restricted hashing. Although CUDA now supports concurrent kernel execution, we have observed that it is challenging to nicely overlap the execution of complex and optimized kernels, as also noted in prior work [60], unlike the case of overlapping the kernel execution with data transfers (e.g., cudaMemcpyAsync). This is because hardware resources (e.g., registers, shared memory) are limited, and the CUDA runtime does not effectively schedule thread blocks from multiple complex kernels; users have limited control over it. We observe that only small portions of execution between the hash encoding and MLP kernels can be overlapped. On the other hand, the overheads to enable overlapping (e.g., synchronization) are higher, so RH+PP even decreases the performance compared to RH. We also observe that the overlapped portion can be increased by reducing the resource usage of each kernel, but this leads to an increase in execution time for each kernel.

Long-Term Viability of NeuRex. As discussed in Section 2.3, Instant-NGP does not significantly alter the NeRF model architecture but introduces a simple change in the way the input positions are encoded by employing several learnable hash tables. This input encoding approach bears some resemblance to the positional encoding and word embedding used in Transformer-based models [7, 14, 56], which have now become essential elements in natural language processing (NLP). Similarly, the hash encoding primitive can be applied to other graphics workloads or tasks, such as neural signed distance functions (SDF) [46] and image approximation (Gigapixel). Figure 21 shows that NeuRex also helps improve performance for SDF and image approximation over GPUs. We envision that this new input encoding technique will be widely adopted in the future whenever applicable, and NeuRex can help improve the performance of these workloads beyond NeRF.
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